
Fabrick Smart Banking 
The modular solution for banking on the 
smartphone which adapts itself to the 
distinctive characteristics of customers 
and its target



Changing habits and the increasingly complex needs of an 
evolved user have led to a new way of doing banking and 
dominating the market: we are talking about the “smart banking” 
phenomenon: digital solutions which offer financial services from 
mobile devices.

It is successful for two main reasons: an increasing demand for 
digital services, especially via smartphones, and the growing use 
of electronic payment instruments even thanks to the introduction 
of the PDS2 directive.

An increasing number of banks, tech companies and 
corporatecompanies are seizing this opportunity to expand their 
supply and the so-called challenger bank tech companies - which 
offer comprehensive services and have already won over more 
than 60 million customers - are emerging worldwide.

This phenomenon is gradually gaining ground, leading to an 
evolution of value chain: if initially they were services aimed at 
satisfying only the basic needs of a specific consumer target 
consisting, for the most part, of the so-called early adopters - i.e. 

“unbanked” digital natives – nowadays, those same users have 
evolved in terms of knowledge and financial requirements 
therefore smart banking services are reaching an increasingly 
broader, mature and financially advanced target.
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Introduction



In response to new 
market demands, Fabrick 
has developed “Smart 
Banking”, a modular 
solution in which 
technologies and licenses 
can be combined to meet 
different needs and 
adapt to the distinctive 
characteristics of 
customers.

Available as white label, Fabrick  provides a mobile application 
in which several services can be integrated, from the opening 
of bank accounts to payment accounts, to other value-added 
services.

The solution is offered through the Fabrick Open banking 
platform, which provides advantages - thanks to its intrinsic 
nature - such as the ability to adapt to customer needs and 
the ease to integrate the platform into existing technological 
frameworks or to be created from scratch both nationally or and 
internationally.
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Fabrick, a partner for the development 
of  Smart Banking solutions
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Fabrick Smart Banking is a solution founded on 
our Open Banking platform...
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A new way of building banking services: 
Open, Modular and  Data Driven

Fabrick has already been chosen 
as reference partner by large, 
structured business entities and 
traditional banking institutions to 
realize innovative projects in smart 
banking projects, such as in the 
cases of DOTS by BPER Banca, 
Illimity and TIM.
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Multilayer solution

As a final, there is the Fabrick API Gateway, which concretely 
enables any kind of app, i.e. the final interface for user interaction 
of challenger bank or new smart services of traditional banks. The 
common basis for many of these combinations is Centrico’s Core 
Banking, HYPE’s IMEL and the Fabrick API Gateway. Modularity is 
the main feature and each piece can be replaced according to the 
context in which the customer operates. In already implemented 
projects, for example, there was a willingness to address a 
specific vendor, which became one of the elements of the 
solution.

In addition to the technological aspects, the validity of Fabrick’s 
solution is also due to the responsiveness of the implemented 
ecosystem and the experience gained as a market pioneer, 
which allows, from time to time, to enrich the proposal with 
new elements that can be integrated with projects already 
implemented.
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The full-stack architecture behind the solution
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“Core” functionality

Full-stack developer enables several core functionalities.
These include: customer onboarding and activation of 
bank account and of prepaid cards online, enrollment of 
the card on digital wallets (ApplePay and GooglePay), 
issuing and mailing of a physical card on customer 
request.

In addition, it is possible to view card details (PAN, expiry 
date, CVV2, PIN), the financial movements - of both 
the card and the account -and to recharge the card in 
different ways: via another card, bank transfer or cash.

Among the core functions, it is possible to enable peer-
to-peer payments and those with NFC technology for 
e-commerce and postal slips. Account and card usage 
statistics are organized on the model of a classic Personal 
Finance Management (PFM), i.e. displaying movements 
by month and by expenses category.
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Core in-App functionalities



An evolved Personal Financial Manager is one of the 
value-added services available on Fabrick Smart Banking. 
A multi-bank PFM allows for account aggregation so that 
- in compliance with the PSD2 directive - the user can 
connect all of their bank accounts to the app and have 
a single and immediate view of bank movements and a 
consolidated categorization of expenses.

Customers can also set savings targets and rules 
according to which the app will help save money 
automatically to reach the goal.

The ‘evolved balance’, on the other hand, displays the 
e-money balance and the net of already planned future 
expenses to the user.

It is even possible to request a line of instant credit 
(Credit Boost) through the app at any time, as well as to 
purchase directly through your smartphone an insurance 

for yourself or for third parties (Instant Insurance).

Another value-added service includes the possibility 
to use the app to take advantage of offers proposed 
by affiliated merchants and receive cashback on your 
payment card.

Even on the cryptocurrency side there are opportunities, 
since a specific service has been developed and it allows 
you to buy, sell and store Bitcoin. The range of value-
added services – which is already wide - will be enriched 
with new tools developed on the basis of Fabrick’s 
customers’ and users’ requests.
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Value-added services
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Value-added services, already available
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White label or co-branded

Fabrick Smart Banking can be developed in two different ways: 
white label or co-branded. In the first case, the layers which 
make up the solution are assembled and created ad hoc for 
the bank. In the second case, the bank is provided with a co-
branded and Smart Banking functionalities of HYPE (part of 
Fabrick ecosystem), which nowadays represents the largest 
challenger bank in Italy and is already a European benchmark.

The white label mode, on the other hand, results in a prepaid 
card with a customized layout for the bank, an onboarding with 
a personalized interface and integrated with bank customers 
database, a customized app with smart banking services and all 
the chosen VAS which are delivered to end customers.

Developing an ad hoc solution takes more time, in the order of 
8-10 months from kick off to going live, while the co-branded 
mode is quicker to implement (about 3-4 months) and it 
represents the ideal solution for those who need to quickly 
reach the smart banking market, perhaps at the same time 
putting in place a more sophisticated and tailored white label 
solution.
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White label or co-branded

Prepaid MasterCard card with layout created ad hoc for the Bank, 
connected to the e-money account issued by HYPE on behalf of the 
Bank. 

Customer onboarding process with personalized look&feel, 
integrated with the Bank customer DB. 

Personalized Bank App with all the payment and smart banking 
functions described above and with the VAS services chosen by the 
Bank, specific and exclusive for its customers.

Prepaid MasterCard card, linked to the electronic money account HYPE 
with ad-hoc co-branded layout. 

Customer onboarding process with personalized look&feel and 
integrated with the Bank customer DB. 

HYPE App with all the payment and smart banking functions described 
above and with all the VAS services - both available now and in the 
future. 

For the customers who activate HYPE subscription service, once a 
minimum threshold to be agreed upon is reached, the Bank will have 
the possibility to add specific - and possibly exclusive - VAS services 

White Label Co-branded

Bank’s Smart Banking HYPE and the Bank
VAS VAS

UX-UI Mobile App

Front end

Front end

B
ack end

B
ack end

UX-UI Mobile App

Customer Onboarding Customer Onboarding

KYC KYC

Card Issuing Card Issuing

Emoney Issuing Emoney Issuing

Core Banking provider Core Banking provider



Fabrick Smart Banking has the ideal 
characteristics to be integrated at 
international level as well. 

Its ability to adapt within the 
costumer’s technological 
ecosystem, be it financial institution 
or corporate, makes the integration 
of many international players, 
such as core banking providers, 
Electronic Money Institutions or 
other issuers possible.
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Looking beyond the border    



@fabrickplatformFabrick.com @fabrickfinance


